THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR MACHINE AND REDUCE DOWN TIME RISKS

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Scheduled Service Visits
Performance Assessments
- Specialized field engineers work around your schedule to perform assessments.
- A comprehensive report detailing each completed task with recommendations.
- Machine technology enhancement assessment and recommendations.

Machine Adjustments
Onsite Machine Training
- Materials assessment to ensure your machine is appropriately adjusted and materials are suitable for the machine.
- Perform simple machine adjustments for increased efficiency.
- Informal hands-on training, focusing on operators and maintenance knowledge.

Identify Replacement & Inventory Parts
- Review parts stock to ensure accurate parts inventory is onsite.
- Perform visual inspection for broken or worn parts.
- Identify critical wear parts.
- Part recommendations and quote, within 2-3 business days.

CONTACT US TO REQUEST A PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM QUOTE TODAY!

320-554-3611 ext. 236
seth.kellen@massmanllc.com

Massman Automation, A Massman Company
1010 E Lake St. Villard, MN 56385
www.massmanllc.com | 320-554-3611